ADVERTISING PROMOTION

D E S I G N I N S P I R AT I O N

Generation Homes

Bathrooms are attracting just as much attention as the kitchen in new home builds. This year’s trends are all
about modern, contemporary spaces that provide the perfect balance of comfort, luxury and functionality

NATURAL NEUTRALS

� Tiling shower walls with engineered stone
or marble is a popular bathroom variation in
Generation’s new home builds.

I

t can be hard to go past the classic and
timeless appeal of whites and neutral
colours in bathrooms. This simple colour
palette provides the perfect backdrop for
rich timber, stone and marble finishes,
splashes of colour and 3D effect textured tiles.
To keep to a neutral palette, colours will typically
vary between cool or warm tones of white,
neutral, grey, beige, tan, cream and coffee tones.
Think, Dulux Chic Shadow, Brume Half and
Gentle Fawn.
The fresh and elegant look of pale timbers and
timber veneer surfaces work in harmony with
neutral colour palettes, creating a relaxing, warm
yet breathable bathroom. In contrast, seamless
timber finishes in dark walnuts and chestnuts
are being teamed with white and blue-grey
marble or engineered stone to create a more
contemporary, moody feel.
Generation Homes chief executive Kevin
Atkinson says a competitive property market

and a desire to add personalised features to a
standard plan are seeing more people splash
out on customised variations in bathrooms.
“Our customers are gravitating toward relaxed,
neutral combinations partnered with bold
accessories, metallic fixtures and fittings, and
energy efficient lighting to create the perfect
bathing oasis,” says Kevin.
Open shelving, large mirrors, luxurious
freestanding baths, double vanities, walkin showers with geometric showerheads,
underfloor heating and floor-to-wall tiling are
bathroom features that are in hot demand.
“People love weaving elements of nature into
bathrooms and we are seeing this concept come
to life through interior pot plants and timber,”
explains Kevin.
The clean, structured look of black and white
bathrooms will also be a staple in new homes
this year. The classic and timeless style adds
sophistication and glamour to any bathroom.

STORAGE TIPS
FOR BATHROOMS
Try these simple ways to squeeze a little extra
space into your bathroom:
� Add height by installing floating shelves on
walls and above the sink.
�H
 ide extra bathroom supplies behind a
full-length mirror that doubles as a cupboard.
�T
 ake advantage of the space underneath the
sink by adding sliding drawers.
�N
 o space for a towel rack? Hang a set of
horizontal racks on the back of the door.
�B
 uild shelves in the space between the
bathroom wall studs to create a bumped-in
storage cabinet – outfit with square containers
to store small items or add doors to conceal
the laundry basket.
For more design inspiration and homebuilding
advice, visit generation.co.nz.

